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This listing includes some of the significant issues responded to by WICN(FM),
Worcester, Massachusetts along with the most significant treatment of those
issues for the period January 1st – March 31st, 2016. This listing is by no means
exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or
significance.

Arts

Public Eye
SARAH LOHMAN
Sunday, December 18, 2016 - 10:30pm

In her new book EIGHT FLAVORS, food historian, Sarah Lohman sets out on a journey 
through history to uncover the eight flavors that have come to define the ever-changing 
palate of American cuisine: black pepper, vanilla, chili powder, curry powder, soy sauce, 
garlic, MSG, and Sriracha. While some of these might be familiar, others may surprise 
you.  But by the end of this unique culinary history, Lohman will convince you of their 
significance.  Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is joined by Sarah Lohman.

Inquiry
TED GIOIA & LYNNE COX
Sunday, December 18, 2016 - 9:00pm

Do you find it tough to find the groove in the music of Coltrane? Do you have a hard time 
finding new music you like? Inquiry welcomes back jazz pianist, music historian, critic and 
writer TED GIOIA. His new book HOW TO LISTEN TO JAZZ is a useful and fun guide for 
listening to all types of jazz music critically.  It is also a fine concise history of jazz and a 
biography of some of the giants of jazz. When you hear a new band or recording, what 
should a listener focus on? Tune in and find out.

Inquiry welcomes back swimmer and writer LYNNE COX. Lynne has held open-water 
swimming records all over the world without a wetsuit and has been inducted into the 
International Swimming Hall of Fame. Her life had been dedicated to doing seemingly 
impossible swims often in places with extremely cold conditions until she feel seriously ill 
with a serious heart disorder. What happened next would change her life forever. Her book 
is titled: SWIMMING IN THE SINK: AN EPISODE OF THE HEART.

Inquiry
BROOKE HAUSER & PAUL TOUGH
Sunday, December 11, 2016 - 9:00pm

Helen Gurley Brown dedicated her life to celebrating the single working “girl”. She wrote 
two controversial books on that subject and then headed a magazine that was “a glorious 
unfettered, sexy and seductive paean for aspiring young women who wanted to unleash 
their ambition.” Tonight on Inquiry we talk with writer and journalist BROOKE HAUSER 
whose new book is: ENTER HELEN: THE INVENTION OF HELEN GURLEY BROWN AND 
THE RISE OF THE MODERN SINGLE WOMAN.

At least 51% of American school children live below the government’s threshold for low 
income. Low income for children can often mean a life of stress, chaos and uncertainty and 
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this can lead to poor success at school. How can we ensure that these children succeed at 
learning? Tonight on Inquiry, we talk with writer and journalist  PAUL TOUGH about his 
important new book HELPING CHILDREN SUCCEED: WHAT WORKS AND WHY.

Inquiry
DAVID M. LUBIN & DR. ROBERT POWELL
Sunday, November 27, 2016 - 9:00pm

The conventional wisdom is that World War I had little effect on American art. But is this 
really true? Tonight on Inquiry our guest is DAVID M. LUBIN, the Charlotte C. Weber 
Professor of Art at Wake Forest University. His new thought provoking book that discusses 
the art that defined the American experience in that war is titled GRAND ILLUSIONS: 
AMERICAN ART AND THE FIRST WORLD WAR.

Tonight on Inquiry we talk about frogs and toads, snakes and lizards, salamanders and 
turtles! We welcome DR. ROBERT POWELL, Professor of Biology at Avila University in 
Kansas City, Missouri. He will be talking about the new edition of the venerable PETERSON 
FIELD GUIDE TO REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH 
AMERICA, which he co-authored with Roger Conant and Joseph T. Collins.

Inquiry
ALISON B. KAVEY AND LESTER D. FRIEDMAN: PETER PAN AND 
THE POPULAR IMAGINATION
Thursday, November 17, 2016 - 11:00am

Tonight on Inquiry we talk about Peter Pan, Wendy, Captain Hook, Neverland and that ticking 
crocodile. We welcome back ALLISON B. KAVEY, history professor at CUNY’s John Jay College 
and LESTER D. FRIEDMAN, chair of the Media Society Program at Hobart and William Smith 
College. They edited, and contributed papers to the collection SECOND STAR TO THE RIGHT: 
PETER PAN IN THE POPULAR IMAGINATION.

Inquiry
JENNIFER GROSS & DAVID HONE
Sunday, November 13, 2016 - 9:00pm

Edward Steichen was a painter, horticulturalist, museum curator, film director and one of 
the most innovative photographers of the Twentieth Century. Tonight on Inquiry we speak 
with JENNIFER GROSS. She is the Deputy Director for Curatorial Affairs and Chief Curator 
at the DECORDOVA SCULPTURE PARK AND MUSEUM. Ms Gross will be talking about a 
new exhibition at the Decordova, EDWARD STEICHEN: TWENTIETH-CENTURY 
PHOTOGRAPHER which is on view from October 7-March 26, 2017. For more information, 
go to: http://www.decordova.org/

Tyrannosaurs, like the familiar T. rex,  are among the most charismatic dinosaurs, well 
known to the general public, even children. But how did they live? Were they as fearsome as 
the films portray them? What did they eat? And what was the deal with their tiny front 
legs? Tonight on Inquiry we talk with DAVID HONE, who is Lecturer at Queen Mary 
University. His new book is THE TYRANNOSAUR CHRONICLES: THE BIOLOGY OF THE 
TYRANT DINOSAURS and it is the most complete and up to date information about these 
extinct fearsome carnivores.
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Inquiry
EVA LEE: DUAL BRAINS
Thursday, November 10, 2016 - 10:00am

Tonight on Inquiry we talk with artist and experimental filmmaker EVA LEE about her new 
performance work DUAL BRAINS which investigates neural interactions via EEG head gear 
with real-time readouts of performer’s brains. This is an amazing work that combines 
neuroscience with an artistic desire to understand consciousness and the self.

Inquiry
AMELIA DAVIS: JAZZ FESTIVAL: JIM MARSHALL
Wednesday, November 9, 2016 - 4:30pm

Many of Jim Marshall’s photographs of jazz and rock musicians are iconic, instantly 
recognized. Tonight on Inquiry, we talk with photographer AMELIA DAVIS, who spent over 
thirteen years as Jim Marshall’s assistant and is now the sole owner of Jim Marshall 
Photography LLC. We will be talking about a stunning new collection of Jim Marshall’s 
photographs: JAZZ FESTIVAL/JIM MARSHALL which features shots taken at the Newport 
and Monterey Jazz Festivals in 60s. 

Inquiry
SIMON REYNOLDS: SHOCK AND AWE: GLAM ROCK
Wednesday, November 9, 2016 - 3:00pm

What do T-Rex, David Bowie, Alice Cooper and Lou Reed all have in common? Glam! Tonight on 
Inquiry we talk with writer SIMON REYNOLDS. He is the author of seven books about music and 
pop culture. Tonight we are talking about his latest: SHOCK AND AWE: GLAM ROCK AND ITS 
LEGACY, FROM THE SEVENTIES TO THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY. So slip on something 
decadent put on “Jeepster” and listen!

Inquiry
MARA TRACHENBERG & MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL
Sunday, November 6, 2016 - 9:00pm

Tonight on Inquiry we talk with artist and photographer MARA TRACHTENBERG. She 
creates fantastic worlds of monstrous topiary and creatures using confectionery materials 
and then photographs those dream-like tableaux. An exhibition of her work will be on view 
at ANNA MARIA COLLEGE from October 26-December 2.

Tonight on Inquiry, our guest is novelist and poet MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL. He is the son 
of Holocaust survivors. His new book is a tribute to his friend RITA MILJO. She spent her 
life rehabilitating and caring for orphaned and abused baboons in South Africa. She was 
also a childhood member of the Hitler Youth. Their extraordinary friendship and Rita’s 
amazing work with baboons is the subject of Michael’s book: “BECAUSE THEY NEEDED 
ME”: RITA MILJO AND THE ORPHANED BABOONS OF AFRICA.

Inquiry
A PRE-HALLOWEEN SPECIAL: ALL ABOUT FRANKENSTEIN
Sunday, October 30, 2016 - 9:00pm

Mary Shelley's early 19th Century novel Frankenstein may be the most "influential 
cautionary tale ever written."  Very popular in its day has been made into plays and 
countless movies, including silents. But why is this horror story still so popular? Tonight on 
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Inquiry, we talk with LESTER D. FRIEDMAN, professor and former chair of the Media and 
Society Program at Hobart and William Smith Colleges. We will be discussing his book: 
MONSTROUS PROGENY: A HISTORY OF THE FRANKENSTEIN NARRATIVES.

"It's alive!!!" Tonight on Inquiry we return back to the laboratory, when we continue our 
conversation about MONSTROUS PROGENY: A HISTORY OF THE FRANKENSTEIN 
NARRATIVES with authors LESTER D. FRIEDMAN (professor and former chair of the 
Media and Society Program at Hobart and Williams Smith Colleges in Geneva, New York) 
and ALLISON B. KAVEY (an associate professor of early modern history at CUNY John Jay 
College of Criminal Justice and the CUNY Graduate Center in New York City). Tonight we 
will consider the "creature" as a part of the story of the Nephillim and look at more 
contemporary films that extend the Frankenstein narrative.

Inquiry
JULIANA BUHRING & SKIP SHEA
Sunday, October 23, 2016 - 9:00pm

When JULIANA BUHRING set off on her record breaking 18,063 mile trip around the 
world on her bicycle Pegasus she had no sponsors or funding. Even more amazing is the 
fact that when she has came up with the idea of doing this feat she hadn't even seriously 
ridden a bike! In the end she became the fastest woman to circumnavigate the world by bike 
and her wild story is told in her new book THE ROAD I RIDE: SOMETIMES IT TAKE 
LOSING EVERYTHING TO FIND YOURSELF. Tune in and find out how she did it.

Tonight on Inquiry we welcome artist, filmmaker and writer SKIP SHEA about the 
upcoming ShAWNA SHEA FILM FESTIVAL (November 10-12 see: shawnasheaff.com for 
details). We will also discuss his films Trinity and Ave Maria.

Inquiry
DREW FRIEDMAN: MORE HEROES OF THE COMICS.
Thursday, October 20, 2016 - 11:00am

Tonight on Inquiry we welcome artist, illustrator and comics writer and artist DREW 
FRIEDMAN. For over 35 years his work has been seen in publications like Heavy Metal, 
National Lampoon, the New York Times and Field and Stream. Tonight we are talking 
about his latest book DREW FRIEDMAN’S MORE HEROES OF THE COMICS: 100 NEW 
PORTRAITS OF THE LEGENDS OF COMIC BOOKS. This is an outstanding collection 
of  portraits of the artists, inkers, publishers and letterers of the first decades of comic 
books.  If you have ever enjoyed a comic book: DON’T MISS THIS SHOW!

Inquiry
MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL: ALL MY MOTHERS AND FATHERS: A 
MEMOIR
Thursday, October 20, 2016 - 8:30am

On Inquiry tonight, we talk with returning guest writer MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL.  He is a 
visiting professor of law and co-director of the Immigration Clinic  at the West Virginia 
University College of Law. His new book is a powerful recounting of his growing up under 
very complicated circumstances: ALL MY MOTHERS AND FATHERS: A MEMOIR. Be sure 
to tune in and listen to Michael read a section of this powerful book. 
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Inquiry
LISA CROSSMAN & JENNIFER ACKERMAN
Sunday, October 16, 2016 - 9:00pm

Tonight on Inquiry we talk with LISA CROSSMAN, Koch Curatorial Fellow at the 
Fitchburg  Art Museum. Joining her in the studio is artist LISA BARTHELSON. Together 
they will be talking about the wild and colorful new exhibition at FAM: PLASTIC 
IMAGINATION, a show of artists who have embraced plastics as their material of choice. 
This exhibition is on view at FAM till January 15, 2017. For more information, go 
to: membership@fitchburgartmuseum.org

For a long time it has always been assumed that birds are, well….”bird brained”. Birds have 
small brains and it has been assumed that they are therefore not anywhere near as 
intelligent as mammals. But in the last several decades, researchers have begun to discover 
that birds like the New Caledonian Crow (shown), the California Scrub Jay and even the 
lowly House Sparrow can be creative, solve complex problems and are quite smart. Learn 
why tonight on Inquiry we talk with science and natural history writer JENNIFER 
ACKERMAN about her brilliant new book THE GENIUS OF BIRDS.

Inquiry
JENNIFER GROSS: EDWARD STEICHEN: TWENTIETH-CENTURY 
PHOTOGRAPHER
Wednesday, October 12, 2016 - 4:00pm

Edward Steichen was a painter, horticulturalist, museum curator, film director and one of 
the most innovative photographers of the Twentieth Century. Tonight on Inquiry we speak 
with JENNIFER GROSS. She is the Deputy Director for Curatorial Affairs and Chief Curator 
at the DECORDOVA SCULPTURE PARK AND MUSEUM. Ms Gross will be talking about a 
new exhibition at the Decordova, EDWARD STEICHEN: TWENTIETH-CENTURY 
PHOTOGRAPHER which is on view from October 7-March 26, 2017. For more information, 
go to: http://www.decordova.org/

Inquiry
MARA TRACHTENBERG: A DECADENT WORLD AT ANNA MARIA 
COLLEGE
Wednesday, October 12, 2016 - 4:00pm

Tonight on Inquiry we talk with artist and photographer MARA TRACHTENBERG. She 
creates fantastic worlds of monstrous topiary and creatures using confectionary materials 
and then photographs these dream-like tableaux. An exhibition of her work will be on view 
at ANNA MARIA COLLEGE from October 26-December 2.

Inquiry
SKIP SHEA: THE SHAWNA SHEA FILM FESTIVAL
Wednesday, October 5, 2016 - 3:30pm

Tonight on Inquiry we welcome artist, filmmaker, poet and writer SKIP SHEA about the 
upcoming SHAWNA SHEA FILM FESTIVAL (November 10-12 see: shawnasheaff.com or 
their Facebook page for details).  We will also discuss his films Trinity and Ave Maria. 
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Business

Business Beat
LYNETTE SILVA OF GLOBOFORCE ON 'WORKING HUMAN' 
(ENCORE EPISODE)
Sunday, December 18, 2016 - 10:00pm

In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve Jones-D’Agostino interviews Lynette Silva, senior 
research analyst of Globoforce. They talk "working human." This episode aired originally on 
October 16, 2016. 
In 1999, Eric Mosley co-founded Globoforce in Dublin, Ireland with an international focus 
that would change the recognition industry. In 2002, Globoforce opened its U.S. 
headquarters in Southboro.

Based on the core principle of creating memorable experiences around the world, Eric 
began building one of the largest online-recognition platforms in the world. But that was 
just the first step. What soon followed reinvented the way employee recognition is done 
today.

With a clear goal to continually move the industry forward, Globoforce introduced a new 
way of thinking to human-resources leaders. Over the past century, recognition had 
consisted of tactical forms of “reward” that neither engaged employees nor moved 
businesses forward. Globoforce turned the industry upside-down with strategic recognition. 
In short, Eric and his teem disrupted old thinking by stressing the importance of “working 
human.”

Business Beat
LESLIE BOCSKOR ON THE BOTTOM LINES OF MEDICAL 
MARIJUANA (ENCORE EPISODE)
Sunday, December 11, 2016 - 10:00pm

In an encore of The Business Beat, Steve Jones-D’Agostino interviews Leslie Bocskor, 
president of Electrum Partners. They talk about the bottom lines of medical marijuana. 
This episode aired originally on October 9, 2016.
Most folks in the cannabis industry for any length of time know Leslie Bocskor by face, 
name and for his exuberant laugh and immaculate three-piece suits. But don’t be fooled by 
his formidable frame.

According to the website of Electrum Partners, … “[T]his Transylvanian-descended 
Renaissance man does not intimidate. He leads by example by embracing an open-source 
collaborative model unrestricted by time zones and geographies. His boldness enables him 
to assume a leadership role, mentor, and share the spotlight with other leaders, and fuel the 
industry’s ascent to a global financial and social phenomenon.”

Bocskor is an American entrepreneur, philanthropist, business executive, investment 
banker, and business advisor. After starting his career in finance and investment banking, 
in the 1990s, he began investing primarily in internet and new-media properties- later 
expanding into science, cyber-security, and internet gaming.

He also co-founded and headed a number of technology companies. In 2013 he became 
founding chair of the Nevada Cannabis Industry Association, and he co-founded Electrum 
Partners in 2014, becoming a managing partner. The firm develops strategies for the 
expansion of the legal-cannabis market, and also operates a venture-capital fund focused 
on cannabis-related companies.

In a related matter, Massachusetts voters were asked during the general election on 
November 8 to decide on Referendum Question 4, a law proposed by initiative petition. 
They approved the question, with 53.6 percent voting "yes" and 46.4 percent voting "no." 
The proposed law would permit the possession, use, distribution, and cultivation of 
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marijuana in limited amounts by persons age 21 and older and would remove criminal 
penalties for such activities. It would provide for the regulation of commerce in marijuana, 
marijuana accessories, and marijuana products and for the taxation of proceeds from sales 
of these items.

Community

Public Eye
JEANNE MARIE LASKAS
Sunday, December 25, 2016 - 10:30pm

NY Times best-selling author Jeanne Marie Laskas author of HIDDEN AMERICA, the 
people who make this country work will be Al's guest this Sunday evening at 10:30. Tune in 
to hear her commentary on the average working man and woman from around the nation 
and hear their thoughts on it's future.

Inquiry
BROOKE HAUSER & PAUL TOUGH
Sunday, December 11, 2016 - 9:00pm

Helen Gurley Brown dedicated her life to celebrating the single working “girl”. She wrote 
two controversial books on that subject and then headed a magazine that was “a glorious 
unfettered, sexy and seductive paean for aspiring young women who wanted to unleash 
their ambition.” Tonight on Inquiry we talk with writer and journalist BROOKE HAUSER 
whose new book is: ENTER HELEN: THE INVENTION OF HELEN GURLEY BROWN AND 
THE RISE OF THE MODERN SINGLE WOMAN.

At least 51% of American school children live below the government’s threshold for low 
income. Low income for children can often mean a life of stress, chaos and uncertainty and 
this can lead to poor success at school. How can we ensure that these children succeed at 
learning? Tonight on Inquiry, we talk with writer and journalist  PAUL TOUGH about his 
important new book HELPING CHILDREN SUCCEED: WHAT WORKS AND WHY.

Health

Inquiry
EMILY WITT: FUTURE SEX
Friday, December 16, 2016 - 11:00am

When writer and journalist EMILY WITT turned thirty and found herself single, she began 
to wonder about the meaning of relationships and sex. Was there something to hope for 
other than the long-term monogamous relationship sanctioned by society? So she began to 
explore other options and attitudes including internet dating,  OMing, internet porn, live 
webcams and polymory. Wit’s new book FUTURE SEX chronicles her journey of sexuality 
and identity.

Public Eye
JEFFERY SPIEGEL
Sunday, October 30, 2016 - 10:30pm
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Boston is world famous for medical care with thousands of people flying into the state for 
medical attention, but did you know that Boston is also a hotspot for plastic surgery?  When 
people think of traveling for plastic surgery, they typically think of Beverly Hills, NYC, and 
Korea, however the Bay State has rapidly become a destination for all types of plastic 
surgery. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is joined by  world renowned facial 
feminization surgeon and facial plastic surgeon Jeffrey Spiegel. Find out how and why 
people seek this type of surgery.

History

Inquiry
DENIS BOYLE & JILLIAM KEENAN
Sunday, December 25, 2016 - 9:00pm

The Encyclopaedia Britannica’s Eleventh Edition, publish in the early years of the 
Twentieth Century, is considered “the last great English language encyclopaedia.” But the 
story of its creation is a complicated and chaotic tale of the clash of British and American 
culture. It is one of the great (and wild) stories from the history of book publishing. Tonight 
on Inquiry we talk with writer, teacher and journalist DENIS BOYLE about his new book: 
EVERYTHING EXPLAINED THAT IS EXPLAINABLE: ON THE CREATION OF THE 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA’S CELEBRATED ELEVENTH EDITION, 1910-1911.

Tonight on Inquiry we speak with writer and journalist JILLIAN KEENAN. Her new 
memoir is about many things. It is a brilliant and lively look at sex and love in 
Shakespeare’s plays. Her book is also about her own search for a loving relationship. SEX 
WITH SHAKESPEARE: HERE’S MUCH TO DO WITH PAIN BUT MORE WITH LOVE is 
also a no holds barred account of Jillian Keenan coming out with having a spanking fetish. 
Tune in and find out all about it.

Inquiry
RICHARD FORTEY: THE WOOD FOR THE TREES
Friday, December 16, 2016 - 10:00am

Tonight on Inquiry, we welcome back RICHARD FORTEY. Fellow of the Royal Society, he 
was a senior paleontologist at the Natural History Museum in London. “After a lifetime of 
working in a great museum, it was time to escape into the open air..” Fortey writes in his 
new book THE WOOD FOR THE TREES: ONE MAN’S LONG VIEW OF NATURE. His 
“where” ends up being in the Chiltern Hills of the England. Tune in for a discussion about 
the natural and human history of some classic English countryside. 

Public Eye
DAVID WELKY
Sunday, December 4, 2016 - 10:30pm

In 1906, from atop a snow-swept hill in the ice fields northwest of Greenland, hundreds of 
miles from another human being, Commander Robert E. Peary spotted a line of mysterious 
peaks looming in the distance. He called this unexplored realm “Crocker Land.” Scientists 
and explorers agreed that the world-famous explorer had discovered a new continent rising 
from the frozen Arctic Ocean. Did Peary really discover a new continent? Tune in this 
Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al speaks with author and historian David Welky bout his 
newly released book: A Wretched and Precarious Situation.
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Inquiry
AMY E. HERMAN & CHARLES RAPPLEYE
Sunday, December 4, 2016 - 9:00pm

Can looking at paintings in an art museum improve your skills as a police officer or a 
surgeon? Tonight on Inquiry we talk with lawyer and art historian AMY E. HERMAN about 
her ground breaking Art of Perception program, in which people are taught to hone their 
observational skills by looking at art. Her book about this program is titled: VISUAL 
INTELLIGENCE: SHARPEN YOUR PERCEPTION, CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

Herbert Hoover is widely regarded as having the greatest failed presidency in American 
history because of his inability to deal with the crushing Depression. But how well do you 
really know Hoover’s actual history? Tonight on Inquiry, we Herbert Hoover is widely 
regarded as having the greatest failed presidency in American history because of his 
inability to deal with the crushing Depression. But how well do we really know about 
Hoover’s real history in the White House? Tonight on Inquiry, we welcome back writer and 
historian CHARLES RAPPLEYE who takes his considerable journalistic skills to write the 
first portrait of Hoover “at a remove”. The result is his revelatory new book HERBERT 
HOOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: THE ORDEAL OF THE PRESIDENCY.

Inquiry
ALAN DI PERNA: PLAY IT LOUD: AN EPIC HISTORY OF THE 
ELECTRIC GUITAR
Thursday, December 1, 2016 - 11:30am

Keerrrrang! Tonight on Inquiry we talk with writer ALAN DI PERNA, who is a long time 
contributor to Guitar World and Guitar Aficionado. With writer BRAD TOLINSKI, who was 
the Editor in Chief of Guitar World magazine, they have written a new history of the electric 
guitar,  from the first electric guitar pick-up in the 1920s through Jimmy Hendrix playing 
the Star Spangled Banner at Woodstock. Their book is: PLAY IT LOUD: AN EPIC HISTORY 
OF THE STYLE, SOUND, AND REVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRIC GUITAR. Tune in and 
learn about Dick Dale (pictured).

Inquiry
JOHN OLLER: THE SWAMP FOX
Thursday, November 17, 2016 - 10:00am

During the Revolutionary War, South Carolina hosted more battles, engagements and 
skirmishes than any other state. 20% of all Americans who died in battle in the Revolution 
died in South Carolina in the last two years of the war. One of the leading Patriot fighters in 
that state was Francis Marion. He led a rag-tag bunch of local militia using classic guerilla 
warfare tactics against the British and helped turn the tide against the redcoats. Tonight on 
Inquiry, we talk with writer JOHN OLLER about his new history THE SWAMP FOX: HOW 
FRANCIS MARION SAVED THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. 

Inquiry
COREY MEAD: ANGLEIC MUSIC: BEN FRANKLIN'S GLASS 
ARMONICA
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 - 4:00pm

The glass armonica was invented by Benjamin Franklin and it was his life-long companion. 
The beautiful ethereal sounds made by this strange musical instrument was thought to cure 
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ills and, later, to cause musicians to go mad. It’s history is every bit as odd as the armonica. 
Tonight on Inquiry we speak with COREY MEAD, associate professor of English at Baruch 
College, City University of New York about his wonderful history ANGELIC MUSIC: THE 
STORY OF BEN FRANKLIN’S GLASS ARMONICA. 

Inquiry
TOM SHAKER AND DENNIS PRATT: RHODE ISLAND JAZZ AND 
SWING MUSICIANS
Thursday, November 10, 2016 - 11:30am

Rhode Island was once a hotbed of jazz music and the history of jazz in that state is 
complex and varied. Tonight on Inquiry we talk with jazz musician DENNIS PRATT and 
college professor DR. TOM SHAKER, host of “Soul Serenade” on WICN. They have written 
the definitive history of jazz in Rhode Island: A TREASURY OF RHODE ISLAND JAZZ & 
SWING MUSICIANS Tune in and hear tales of the legendary Celebrity Club!

Public Eye
CRAIG NELSON
Sunday, November 6, 2016 - 10:30pm

In his new book PEARL HARBOR, best-selling author Craig Nelson provides a 
comprehensive and dramatic retelling of the attack on Pearl Harbor from both the 
American and Japanese perspectives.  From journal and diary entries by FDR, U.S. 
Secretary of War Henry Stimson, Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, Jr,  and 
Premier of Japan Prince Konoye, Nelson explains why the attack dissolved relations 
between Japan and the US. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is joined by NY 
Times bestselling author Craig Nelson.

Inquiry
ROBERT E. HUFFMAN: ADVENTURES OF A STAR WARRIOR
Thursday, November 3, 2016 - 3:30pm
Tonight on Inquiry, we talk rocket science, as well as satellite science and research 
launched from the Space Shuttle with writer ROBERT A. HUFFMAN, son of retired 
scientist ROBERT E. HUFFMAN, Ph.D. His long career stretched from the Nixon 
administration to the Bush administration, during which time he worked on numerous 
projects including some associated with the Strategic Defense Initiative, “Star Wars”. His 
new posthumously published memoir recounts what it was like to launch experiments into 
space all the while dealing with organizational politics, government funding and the 
tensions of the Cold War. His new book is ADVENTURES OF A STAR WARRIOR: COLD 
WAR ROCKET SCIENCE ON THE SPACE FRONTIER. 

Public Eye
MICHAEL DORAN
Sunday, October 23, 2016 - 10:30pm

Ike’s Gamble is a finely researched, unconventional account of America’s role in the Suez 
Crisis. Drawing on government documents, diaries, memoirs, and other primary sources, 
former White House adviser Michael Doran provides a salient portrait of President 
Eisenhower and the conflict he faced in this tumultuous time, and offers a rich new 
understanding of how the US became the power broker in the Middle East. Tune in this 
Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is joined by former White house adviser and author 
Michael Doran.
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Inquiry
MARGARET CREIGHTON: THE ELECTRIFYING FALL OF RAINBOW 
CITY
Wednesday, October 19, 2016 - 4:00pm

In 1901, the Pan-American Exposition opened in Buffalo New York. It was hoped this 
“world’s fair” would do for Buffalo what the “White City” did for Chicago. Instead, a 
President of the United States was assassinated there. And that’s just part of what occurred 
at this off kilter exposition. It’s a story of going over the falls in barrels, the kidnapping of 
the “Doll Lady” and the attempt to electrocute a beloved elephant. Tonight on Inquiry we 
talk with writer MARGARET CREIGHTON, professor of history at Bates College. Her new 
book is THE ELECTRIFYING FALL OF RAINBOW CITY: SPECTACLE AND 
ASSASSINATION AT THE 1901 WORLD’S FAIR. 

Inquiry
CRAIG A. MONSON: HABITUAL OFFENDERS
Thursday, October 13, 2016 - 11:00am

On Friday, April 1 1644 in Bologna, Italy, two reformed prostitutes were abducted from 
their convent where they had recently become nuns. More than a year later, their brutally 
murdered bodies were discovered in a wine cellar. The search for their killers and the story 
of what happened to them reached all the way to the papacy and beyond. Tonight on 
Inquiry we talk with CRAIG A. MONSON. He is the Paul Tietjens Professor Emeritus of 
Music at Washington University in St. Louis. The complex and thrilling story he uncovered 
is told in his book HABITUAL OFFENDERS: A TRUE TALE OF NUNS, PROSTITUTES, 
AND MURDERERS IN 17TH CENTURY ITALY.

Public Eye
KATI MARTON
Sunday, October 9, 2016 - 10:30pm

In True Believer: Stalin’s Last American Spy award-winning journalist and best-selling 
author Kati Marton tells Noel Field’s full story for the first time. Field, once a well-meaning 
and privileged American, spied for Stalin during the 1930s and ’40s. Then, a pawn in 
Stalin’s sinister master strategy, Field was kidnapped and tortured by the KGB and forced 
to testify against his own Communist comrades. He ended his days behind the Iron Curtain, 
diminished, but he never showed regret for his role in abetting a murderous dictatorship. 
Marton captures Field’s riveting quest for a life of meaning that went horribly wrong.  Tune 
in this Sunday evening October 9 at 10:30 when Al speaks with Kati Marton.

Inquiry
JEFF CHANG: WE GON' BE ALRIGHT
Thursday, October 6, 2016 - 10:00am

Tonight on Inquiry we speak with writer JEFF CHANG. He is the executive director of the 
Institute for Diversity in the Arts at Stanford University. We will discuss his new book WE 
GON’ BE ALRIGHT: NOTES ON RACE AND RESEGREGATION. 

Public Eye
ALEJANDRO DANOIS
Sunday, October 2, 2016 - 10:30pm

As the crack epidemic swept across inner-city America in the early 1980s, the streets of 
Baltimore were crime ridden. For poor kids from the housing projects, the future looked 
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bleak. But basketball could provide the quickest ticket out, an opportunity to earn a college 
scholarship and perhaps even play in the NBA.Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when 
Al is joined by author Alejandro Danois about his new bestseller, The Boys of Dunbar". This 
inspirational story of how inner city kids during the 1980's played local basketball to avoid 
the temptations of drugs and crime only to become NBA champions

Politics

Public Eye
FRANZ MATZNER
Sunday, November 27, 2016 - 10:30pm
Recently the Obama administration announced it will exclude the Arctic Ocean from oil and 
gas leasing for the next five years. Is this a win for the environment or another political 
overture? Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al speaks with Franz Matzner, 
Director of the Beyond Oil Initiative for the Natural Resource Defense Council.

Public Eye
GEORGE J. MITCHELL
Sunday, November 20, 2016 - 10:30pm

Former Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell was the primary architect of the 1998 
Good Friday Agreement for peace in Northern Ireland, the ups and downs of which he 
addressed in his 2015 memoir The Negotiator. A little more than a decade later, Mitchell 
served as U.S. Special Envoy for Middle East Peace from 2009 to 2011, working to end the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Unlike his experience with Northern Ireland, diplomacy did not 
prevail this time around.  In his new book, A PATH TO PEACE Mitchell offers his take on 
how the Israelis and the Palestinians have progressed (and regressed) in their negotiations 
over the years. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al is joined by former US 
senator and author George Mitchell.

Public Eye
JAN FEDARCYK
Sunday, November 13, 2016 - 10:30pm

The FBI has a lack of women in leadership roles within the Bureau. Is this just the latest 
in a string of controversial issues facing the bureau? Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 
when Al speaks with Jan Fedarcyk, Retired Assistant Director in Charge of the FBI’s New 
York Office and author of the new novel FIDELITY.

Public Eye
CHUCK COLLINS
Sunday, October 16, 2016 - 10:30pm

As inequality grabs headlines, steals the show in presidential debates, and drives deep 
divides between the haves and have nots in America, class war brews. On one side, the 
wealthy wield power and advantage, wittingly or not, to keep the system operating in their 
favor―all while retreating into enclaves that separate them further and further from the 
poor and working class. Tune in this Sunday evening at 10:30 when Al speaks with Boston 
author Chuck Collins about his new book: Born On Third Base. Collins an heir to the Oscar 
Meyer fortune gave away his inheritance and now devotes his time to helping those less 
fortunate.
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Science

Public Eye
DANIEL LEE KLEINMAN
Sunday, December 11, 2016 - 10:30pm

Over the past decade or so a mysterious phenomenon  has begun to wreak havoc on once-
healthy bee colonies. According to experts this is having a major impact on our agricultural 
industry which to a large extent depends of bees for pollination. Some argue the 
government hasn't done enough to stem the tide. Is that true? Tune in this Sundays 
evensong at 10:30 when Al speaks with sociologist and educator Daniel Lee Kleinman who 
has studied the problem for many years now.

Inquiry
AMY E. HERMAN & CHARLES RAPPLEYE
Sunday, December 4, 2016 - 9:00pm

Can looking at paintings in an art museum improve your skills as a police officer or a 
surgeon? Tonight on Inquiry we talk with lawyer and art historian AMY E. HERMAN about 
her ground breaking Art of Perception program, in which people are taught to hone their 
observational skills by looking at art. Her book about this program is titled: VISUAL 
INTELLIGENCE: SHARPEN YOUR PERCEPTION, CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

Herbert Hoover is widely regarded as having the greatest failed presidency in American 
history because of his inability to deal with the crushing Depression. But how well do you 
really know Hoover’s actual history? Tonight on Inquiry, we Herbert Hoover is widely 
regarded as having the greatest failed presidency in American history because of his 
inability to deal with the crushing Depression. But how well do we really know about 
Hoover’s real history in the White House? Tonight on Inquiry, we welcome back writer and 
historian CHARLES RAPPLEYE who takes his considerable journalistic skills to write the 
first portrait of Hoover “at a remove”. The result is his revelatory new book HERBERT 
HOOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: THE ORDEAL OF THE PRESIDENCY.

Inquiry
JAMES OWEN WEATHERALL: VOID: THE STRANGE PHYSICS OF 
NOTHING
Friday, December 2, 2016 - 3:00pm

One of the most basic questions in physics is: “what is nothing?” The answer is not as 
simple as you may think as nothing really matters!. Tune in tonight when we talk with 
JAMES OWEN WEATHERALL, Professor of Logic and Philosophy of Science at the 
University of California, Irvine. We will be talking about his new book: VOID: THE 
STRANGE PHYSICS OF NOTHING.

Inquiry
DAVID M. LUBIN & DR. ROBERT POWELL
Sunday, November 27, 2016 - 9:00pm

The conventional wisdom is that World War I had little effect on American art. But is this 
really true? Tonight on Inquiry our guest is DAVID M. LUBIN, the Charlotte C. Weber 
Professor of Art at Wake Forest University. His new thought provoking book that discusses 
the art that defined the American experience in that war is titled GRAND ILLUSIONS: 
AMERICAN ART AND THE FIRST WORLD WAR.
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Tonight on Inquiry we talk about frogs and toads, snakes and lizards, salamanders and 
turtles! We welcome DR. ROBERT POWELL, Professor of Biology at Avila University in 
Kansas City, Missouri. He will be talking about the new edition of the venerable PETERSON 
FIELD GUIDE TO REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH 
AMERICA, which he co-authored with Roger Conant and Joseph T. Collins.

Inquiry
ANDERS ERICSSON & STEPHEN A. SHUNK
Sunday, November 20, 2016 - 9:00pm

“Why are some people so amazingly good at what they do?” Have you ever tried to learn golf 
or the piano and given up after months of practice because you never seemed to improve? 
Do you think that people who excel at singing or chess are gifted? That they are born that 
way? Tune in tonight, when Inquiry welcomes ANDERS ERICSSON, Ph.D., a Conradi 
Eminent Scholar and professor of psychology at Florida State University. His new book, 
written with Robert Pool, debunks the “gifted” concept and reveals what all masters have 
done to become the star performers in their fields. His book is titled: PEAK: SECRETS 
FROM THE NEW SCIENCE OF EXPERTISE.

Woodpeckers fascinate everybody. But how do they avoid getting concussions when they 
drum on trees? Do sapsuckers really sick sap? How can we change forestry practices to help 
conserve woodpeckers? We will discover the answers to these questions and many more 
when we talk with conservationist and author STEPHEN A. SHUNK about his new book, 
the PETERSON REFERENCE GUIDE TO WOODPECKERS OF NORTH AMERICA.

Inquiry
DAVID FRANCE: HOW TO SURVIVE A PLAGUE
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 - 3:00pm

Tonight on Inquiry we talk with film-maker, writer and editor DAVID FRANCE about the 
horrific AIDS epidemic that struck the United States in the 1980s. France arrived in New 
York in the late 1970s and was on the scene as close friends died painfully all around him 
while the government seemed not to care. His account of those grim years is the book we 
will talk about tonight: HOW TO SURVIVE A PLAGUE: THE INSIDE STORY OF HOW 
CITIZENS AND SCIENCE TAMED AIDS. 

Inquiry
JENNIFER GROSS & DAVID HONE
Sunday, November 13, 2016 - 9:00pm

Edward Steichen was a painter, horticulturalist, museum curator, film director and one of 
the most innovative photographers of the Twentieth Century. Tonight on Inquiry we speak 
with JENNIFER GROSS. She is the Deputy Director for Curatorial Affairs and Chief Curator 
at the DECORDOVA SCULPTURE PARK AND MUSEUM. Ms Gross will be talking about a 
new exhibition at the Decordova, EDWARD STEICHEN: TWENTIETH-CENTURY 
PHOTOGRAPHER which is on view from October 7-March 26, 2017. For more information, 
go to: http://www.decordova.org/

Tyrannosaurs, like the familiar T. rex, are among the most charismatic dinosaurs, well 
known to the general public, even children. But how did they live? Were they as fearsome as 
the films portray them? What did they eat? And what was the deal with their tiny front 
legs? Tonight on Inquiry we talk with DAVID HONE, who is Lecturer at Queen Mary 
University. His new book is THE TYRANNOSAUR CHRONICLES: THE BIOLOGY OF THE 
TYRANT DINOSAURS and it is the most complete and up to date information about these 
extinct fearsome carnivores.
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Inquiry
ERIC R. KANDEL: REDUCTIONISM IN ART AND BRAIN SCIENCE
Thursday, November 3, 2016 - 11:00am

What happens in our brains when we first look at a Jackson Pollack drip painting or a Mark 
Rothko color-field work? Tonight we will talk with Nobel laureate ERIC R. KANDEL. He is 
University Professor and Kavli Professor in the Department of Neuroscience, Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biophysics, and Psychiatry at Columbia University and director of the Kavli 
Institute for Brain Science. His new fascinating and beautiful book explores how the brain 
perceives and reacts to abstract works of art: REDUCTIONISM IN ART AND BRAIN 
SCIENCE: BRIDGING TWO CULTURES. 

Inquiry
DANIEL G WENNY AND CHRISTOPHER WHELAN: WHY BIRDS 
MATTER
Wednesday, November 2, 2016 - 4:00pm

What is a Blue Jay worth? Could a Mallard be crucial for the survival of an ecosystem? Do 
birds matter? Tonight on Inquiry we will attempt to answer these questions when we speak 
with DANIEL G. WENNY, landbird senior biologist at the San Francisco Bay Bird 
Observatory and visiting research scholar at the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the 
University of California, Berkeley. Joining him will be CHRISTOPHER J. WHELAN, 
visiting research associate professor in the Department of Biological Sciences at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago and a research affiliate at the Field Museum, Chicago. We 
will be discussing the collection of papers they edited: WHY BIRDS MATTER: AVIAN 
ECOLOGICAL FUNCTION AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES. 

Inquiry
OLIVER KOMAR: PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OF 
NORTHERN CENTRAL AMERICA
Wednesday, October 19, 2016 - 3:00pm

Tonight on Inquiry we talk with OLIVER KOMAR, ornithologist and professor of natural 
resources management at Zamorano University in Honduras. He is the co-author, with 
Jesse Fagan, of a beautiful new field guide: THE PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS 
OF NORTHERN CENTRAL AMERICA.

Inquiry
JANNA LEVIN & BERND HEINRICH
Sunday, October 9, 2016 - 9:00pm

If two black holes collided, what would it sound like? Tonight on Inquiry we welcome back 
JANNA LEVIN. She is a professor of physics and astronomy at Barnard College of Columbia 
University. She is also director of sciences at Pioneer Works, a center for arts and sciences 
in Brooklyn. Her new book is wild and wonderful history of the search for “a sonic record of 
the history of the universe” and the building of the LIGO, Laser Interferometer 
Gravitational-Wave Observatory. It is a story of human genius and ego and folly that has a 
great ending. Janna Levin’s new book is BLACK HOLE BLUES: AND OTHER SONGS 
FROM OUTER SPACE.

Why does a grouse bury itself in snow? Do jays really talk to themselves? Inquiry welcomes 
back acclaimed scientist, author and natural historian BERND HEINRICH. Tonight he talks 
about his new book ONE WILD BIRD AT A TIME: PORTRAITS OF INDIVIDUAL LIVES. In 
each of the essays in this book, Bernd Heinrich uses his scientific knowledge and field skills 
to attempt to unravel the reasons behind the behavior of common species of woodland birds 
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like Ruffed Grouse, Blue Jay and Black-capped Chickadee. This is a wonderful book about 
how to look at the natural world like at the natural world like a scientist. 

Inquiry
JAMES GLEICK: TIME TRAVEL: A HISTORY
Thursday, October 6, 2016 - 12:00pm

“Sherman, set the WABAC…” We are all fascinated by stories and films about time travel 
and thinking about traveling to the past or future. But is time travel possible? Tonight on 
Inquiry we talk with noted chronicler of science and technology JAMES GLEICK about his 
new wonderful book that explores the science, literature and philosophy of TIME TRAVEL: 
A HISTORY. 

Inquiry
HOPE JAHREN & KEVIN BURNS
Sunday, October 2, 2016 - 9:00pm

What’s it like to have your own laboratory? What is it like to be a woman scientist in field 
dominated by men? These are just some of the topics discussed tonight when Inquiry 
welcomes geobiologist and Professor at the University of Hawai’i at Maňoa, HOPE 
JAHREN. Her wonderful new book is part memoir, part introduction to the biology of trees 
and is titled LAB GIRL.

Tonight we talk with artist KEVIN BURNS. Examples of his work will be exhibited with 
works by J.D. Sage in the exhibition GO FIGURE: ART ABOUT MANKIND AND MIND at 
the Worcester SPRINKLER FACTORY in October. Tune in and here Kevin talk about his 
investigations into “entropy and optimality in abstract art” among other topics.
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